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MORS – DYNAMIC MANAGEMENT OF LIQUIDITY AND ANALYSIS 

ALM, treasury and risk departments in banks constantly face new challenges in the form of 
more complex and stringent regulation, more widespread reporting requirements and a 
need for correct real-time information. 

 MORS Software enables a dynamic analysis and management of banks’ liquidity position 

in real time, says Mika Mustakallio, CEO of MORS Software. 

 
The ongoing development towards stricter regulation, more comprehensive reporting 
requirements, increased need of real-time analysis and information in the treasury 
operations, as well as continuous evaluation of risks has intensified over recent years. The 
time when there was a clear distinction between short term liquidity management and long 
term asset management is over. In short, the systems today and in the future must be more 
dynamic than ever. 

 
Saving money for the client 

Through MORS (Middle Office Reporting System) the banks can save money by managing 

their liquidity and steering their balance sheet in real time. With this information, activity can 

be steered dynamically while the bank can at the same time optimise its buffers.  

 We have seen the real-time analysis and reporting within the bank’s core operations go 

from ‘nice to have’ via ‘operational usefulness’ to ‘must have’, says Mika Mustakallio and 

continues: 

 Our system lets the banks use diverse source data from different systems at different 

intervals. The key is that the most important and meaningful balances can be updated in real 

time and near time, whereas the less volatile items can be updated less frequently, for 

example daily. The old order where treasury reports, recommendations and prognoses are 

based on quarterly, monthly or weekly data is obsolete for banks who want to optimise their 

resources.  

 Our system is adapted for optimisation of liquidity, capital and risks, as well as for internal 

and external reporting, for example BASEL III and CRR/CRD IV. Accordingly, we deliver a 

system that exceeds the new requirements. 

 
Years of experience 

 Our background is in banking. We understand the demands the treasury departments face 

when it comes to optimising of liquidity, capital and profitability in an ever-changing world, 

says Mika Mustakallio who is one of MORS founders and its eight partners. 



 
 

 

 

MORS Software has grown on average 20 percent a year since the start in 2006. To date, 

there are already 28 installations of MORS real time treasury and risk management solutions 

in banks in more than 10 countries.  

The company’s history began in Handelsbanken in 1996. At that time the solution was created 

exclusively for the large long-standing bank. Ten years later MORS (Middle Office Reporting 

System) was launched for the whole banking market. Right from the beginning a unique way 

of working was formed, an economic and operational alternative to the global IT-giants’ 

systems. 

 In the beginning we received comments about our size. How could we as a smaller company 

deliver what we promised, with the functionalities, the operational reliability and achieve 

results? The answer to this was that we created an approach where we can install our system 

so that the client can see it operating, make money with our solutions and only then sign a 

rental agreement. It is still the way we work, says Mika Mustakallio. 

With these arguments and functionality, MORS is today installed in banks in Stockholm, Oslo, 

Helsinki, New York, Moscow, Singapore, Hong Kong and Shanghai among others. 

 

Maintaining core competence 

 We keep all the core competence within MORS. The know-how we need for the solution to 

work, to continuously develop and to offer comprehensive support, is in place in Helsinki. The 

core competence is not outsourced to ‘cheaper’ countries. It’s a question of quality, states 

Mustakallio. 

The core competence in the context is ALM, risk and treasury know-how, complex financial 

mathematics, system development, project coordination and support.  All other functions 

have been outsourced in the interest of effectiveness and cost.  

 We form and adjust ourselves according to what we know works and what we know the 

market demands and will demand in the future. We started already back in 1996 with real 

time risk control for trading. In 2000 it was real time analysis for treasury operations. In 2013 

we offered real time analysis, monitoring and reporting of liquidity for treasury, says 

Mustakallio, and concludes: 

 We don’t see it as just solving customers’ existing demands. We are thinking ahead and 

design the system with modules which are easily adjustable when regulations change and 

tighten, which happens constantly. 

 


